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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, we developed a reliable platform for engineering perfusable, microvascular
networks on-demand using state of the art microfluidics technology. We have demonstrated
the utility of this platform for studying cancer metastasis and as a test bed for drug discovery
and analysis. In parallel, this platform enabled us to study, in a highly controlled environment,
the physiologic processes of angiogenesis and vasculogenesis to further elucidate their
underlying mechanisms.
In addition to using our platform for real-time observation of physiological processes, we also
took advantage of the ability to influence these processes through precise control of the
extracellular environment. By manipulating the mechanical and bio-chemical inputs to our
system, we controlled the dynamics of microvascular network formation as well as key
properties of the network morphology. These findings will aid in the design and engineering of
organ specific constructs for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine applications.
Finally, we explored the potential use of stem cells for engineering microvascular networks in
our system. We found that human mesenchymal stem cells can act as secondary, support cells
during microvascular network formation.
Thesis Supervisor: Roger D. Kamm
Title: Cecil and Ida Green Distinguished Professor of Biological and Mechanical Engineering
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Introduction
These are exciting times for the fields of Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine. Recent
headlines have reported the successful implantation of engineered tracheas, bladders, and
urethras in human patients.- 3 There are currently several viable products on the market for
cell-based skin grafts used to treat burn and wound victims. 4'5 All these tissues can be grown
from a patient's own cells, reducing the risk of rejection by the body.
To date, however, the success stories have been limited to thin tissues providing basic
structural function which do not require a functional vasculature for tissue survival. In order to
engineer sustainable thick and complex tissues and organs, it will be necessary to include such
vasculature to provide oxygen and nutrients to the cells to meet their metabolic needs upon
6implantation. This is the goal of microvascular tissue engineering.
Tissue engineers are currently pursuing two approaches to supplying engineered tissues with a
functioning microvasculature: 1) host induced vascularization and 2) pre-vascularization. The
former attempts to minimize the time that implanted cells must survive without a proper
nutrient supply by inducing angiogenesis from the host vasculature through a combination of
angiogenesis promoting matrix ligands and growth factor delivery.7 The latter attempts to
eliminate the time to vascularization by engineering a functional vasculature into the tissue
construct before implantation. 8, Successful implementation will likely comprise a combination
of the two. The findings of our work advance the causes of both approaches. Our pre-
vascularized tissue constructs can potentially be implanted directly into the body for
therapeutic applications. Additionally, the platform has enabled us to study the process of
7
vascularization in great detail, providing insight and strategies for more quickly and effectively
inducing angiogenesis in-vivo.
In this thesis, we present the development and application of a new microfluidic platform for
engineering perfusable microvascular networks in a 3D environment.
Chapter 2 discusses the technical designs and methods for fabrication of the device and
carrying out cell culture experiments.
Chapter 3 describes the various forms of vascularization that our device is capable of replicating
along with a discussion of the relevant applications for each.
Chapter 4 presents our major contribution to the field of microvascular tissue engineering in
our efforts to control the process of vascularization using the mechanical and biochemical
inputs of our microfluidic system.
Chapter 5 describes our studies on the use of stem cells for microvascular tissue engineering
and cell therapies.
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Chapter 2: Microfluidic Device Fabrication and Designs
To carry out our work, we have taken advantage of the latest in microfluidic technology for
mammalian cell-culture. The use of microfluidics for cell culture provides several advantages
over traditional biological assays.' 0 The miniaturization of in-vitro lab experiments through the
use of microfluidics enables many conditions to be tested while minimizing the volume of
expensive reagents used. It allows for precise control of the geometry and the chemical
composition of the environment in which cells are cultured. Importantly for our studies, it
allows for spatial segregation of cell types while still maintaining close enough proximity for the
cells to communicate. It also enables controlled fluid flow to be applied to cells cultured in 3D.
Device Design
We based the design of our microfluidic device for vascularization upon previous designs from
our lab for devices used to study the initial stages of sprouting angiogenesis."- 3 These designs
provide a vertical interface between the hydrogel and the medium channel (see Figures 1 & 2
for illustrative diagrams) on which a confluent endothelial monolayer can be formed. It is from
this vertical monolayer that the endothelial cells sprout horizontally in to the hydrogel, enabling
the process to be visualized in real time using standard microscopy. We needed to make
several key adjustments to these previous designs to ensure complete, efficient, and uniform
vascularization of the entire gel region. These adjustments, and the findings that motivated
them, are further discussed in Chapter 3.
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Device Fabrication
We used standard procedure for generating silicone molds.' Briefly, CAD designs were
generated and used to print negative pattern transparency masks. A 100 pm layer of SU-8
photoresist was coated onto a silicon wafer, and the mask was used to photo-polymerize the
pattern on to the wafer.
The mask was repeatedly used to form microfluidic chips. Briefly, PDMS (Ellsworth Adhesives, WI
USA) and curing agent were mixed at a 10:1 ratio and poured onto the wafer. After degassing,
the PDMS was baked in an 80 degree oven for two hours. The individual devices were then cut
out and a biopsy punch was used to create ports for gel filling and medium channels. Tape was
used to remove dust from the surface, and the devices were placed in an autoclave for
sterilization. Clean devices and coverslips were plasma treated (Harrick Plasma, CA, USA) and
bonded together.
Gel Filling Method
We used two different techniques for filling the gel chamber of our microfluidic device with
hydrogel: (1) micro-injection (2) and gel-filling via a port in the closed device. Each technique
presents its own advantages and disadvantages. Ultimately, the gel-filling design was preferred
due to its consistent formation of a uniform gel/channel interface and avoidance of leakage.
Micro-injection
In the micro-injection method developed by Vickerman et. al.' 5 (see this reference for a
detailed protocol and parts list), sterile devices are plasma treated and allowed to recover some
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hydrophobicity before the gel is inserted manually into the gel cage. This timing is critical since
the surfaces must be sufficiently hydrophobic to ensure irreversible bonding of the device to
the glass coverslip after the gel is filled. However, if the PDMS surface is too hydrophobic, the
gel will leak out into the medium channels during filling. We determined empirically that the
window of opportunity lies within 30-60 min after plasma treatment. The exact time is variable
and can depend on the inconsistent performance of the plasma etching machine. To fill the gel,
a liquid phase mixture of the hydrogel is prepared over ice in an eppendorf tube. 2-4 pl of this
mixture is collected in a pipette and filled by hand or by using the microinjection setup as
described by Vickerman et. al.' 5 The coverslip is then immediately bonded to the PDMS and
pressed evenly to form a good seal.
Gel Filling Port
The major difference in the gel filling port design is that the gel is filled after the coverslip has
already been bonded to the PDMS device. In this system, the bonded device should be allowed
to sit for 24 h after plasma treatment in order to recover hydrophobicity so that the gel will not
leak out into the medium channels during gel filling. After 24 h, the gel is similarly mixed as a
liquid phase and kept over ice in an eppendorf tube. 10 pl of hydrogel solution is pipetted into
the device through the gel filling port. To improve the uniformity of the gel structure upon
polymerization, half of the gel chamber should be filled through one gel filling port. Then, the
pipette should be removed, and the remainder of the gel chamber should be filled through the
opposite gel filling port. For a detailed protocol of the gel filling process, and rationale for the
design and dimensions, see Farahat et. al., 2012.16
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Gel Filling Port -
Gel Cage
Medium Channel
Figure 1. Two designs implementing the gel filling port system. (A) Single gel cage design. (B) Triple gel cage design. Gel is
filled using standard pipette tips through the gel filling port. Posts on either side of the gel cage prevent the gel from leaking
into the medium channels. Medium is added to the side channels after gel polymerization to provide nutrients and maintain
hydration of the system. Cells can be cultured in the gel or in the channels and induced to migrate into and through the gel.
Comparison
The major advantage of using the micro-injection system is the ability to maintain uniform gel
structure during the filling and polymerization process. When filling through gel filling ports,
the flow properties can impact the gel structure causing the protein filaments to align in the
direction of flow. Additionally, the flow properties through the center of the gel channel can
differ from the side regions in between the posts leading to further non uniform properties.
These can be alleviated through filling the device slowly and using the two-step approach of
filling each half of the gel chamber separately from its corresponding gel port as described
above. An additional advantage of the micro-injection technique is realized when incorporating
large objects into the gel as described in Chapter 3 in which alginate beads on the order of 100
.im were mixed into the gel. Attempting to squeeze these objects through a gel filling port
could lead to a non-uniform suspension or could potentially damage the beads. However, the
micro-injection system is subject to greater variability. There is little room for error in filling
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exactly the right volume of gel into the gel chamber. Too little, and air will get trapped when
the device is sealed with a coverslip; too much, and the gel will spill out into the medium
channel. Finally, in contrast to the micro-injection system, the gel filling port system does not
require any additional equipment. For these reasons we adopted the gel filling port system for
the vast majority of applications.
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Chapter 3: Vascularization Strategies
We successfully utilized two fundamental strategies for vascularization using our microfluidic
platform: (1) angiogenesis and (2) vasculogenesis. Angiogenesis is the process whereby new
blood vessels sprout from a pre-existing vasculature. This process occurs during the normal
healthy functioning of an organism as well as during pathological conditions such as the
vascularization of cancerous tumors. Vasculogenesis takes place mainly in the embryo during
development. In this process, a mono-dispersed collection of endothelial or endothelial
precursor cells spontaneously forms a nascent interconnected network of endothelialized tubes
which differentiate and mature and ultimately form the basis for future vasculature that
develops through angiogenesis.
Angiogenesis
Based on extensive work from our lab studying the initial formation of angiogenic sprouts from
a confluent monolayer,11 13 we hypothesized that we could use angiogenic growth factors to
induce these sprouts to form hollow lumen structures which extended across the entire gel
region. Experiments were performed by first filling the gel chamber with a collagen or fibrin
hydrogel. Since the formation of a polymerized hydrogel is a dynamic process taking several
hours to reach its final chemical and mechanical structure, we allowed 24 h for the gel to fully
polymerize before seeding endothelial cells in the medium channel.
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Seeding
After 24 h we introduced 20 pfl of a cell suspension of endothelial cells in medium at a seeding
density of 1-3 million cells/ml into one of the medium channels. To ensure that the endothelial
cells (ECs) coated the vertical interface between the gel and the medium channel we employed
one of two methods: (1) tilting or (2) interstitial pressure. For the tilting method, the seeded
devices were tilted at 45 degrees for 30 min in the incubator to allow the cells to settle on the
vertical gel surface before returning the devices to their horizontal position and filling the
channels with fresh medium. Alternatively, we set up an interstitial pressure across the gel by
filling an extra 20 pJ of medium in the EC channel. This pressure forced ECs up against the
vertical interface effectively enough to coat the surface and ensure a uniform monolayer. Non-
uniform seeding proved to be the greatest drawback of the angiogenesis model. A bubble
trapped in the medium channel frequently blocked the uniform flow of the cell suspension
leading to patches of non-coated surface. The effectiveness of sprouting was highly correlated
to the uniformity and extent of initial EC seeding. We found that the interstitial method was
more consistent in general than the tilting method in our experiments. For a detailed protocol
of the seeding procedure, see Vickerman et. al., 2008.15
Angiogenesis Device
Based on our findings that the integrity of the gel/medium interface is crucial to achieving
effective and uniform sprouting, we opted to use a gel filling port design for sprouting
experiments. The initial design for the gel filling port device called for a 1.3 mm wide gel cage.
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We found that vascular sprouts in our system grew at a rate of roughly 100 Im per day. Since
the ultimate goal of our system was to generate perfusable microvascular networks spanning
the entire width of our device, we sought to decrease the width of the gel cage in order to
decrease the time for complete vascularization. To contain the gel within the gel chamber
using the gel filling port design, a balance must be maintained between fluid pressure pushing
the gel out into the channels during filling and surface tension keeping it in between the posts.
The former effect can be controlled by the length and width of the gel chamber while the latter
can be controlled through adjusting the inter-post spacing. As the width of the gel region is
reduced, it becomes difficult and ultimately impossible to keep the gel contained using surface
tension alone. Through modeling and some trial and error, we altered the overall length and
the inter-post spacing to allow for a reduction of the overall width to 500 Pm. This decreased
the time to full vascularization by over 50%. An alternative approach to decreasing the time to
full vascularization was to seed both channels with ECs and simultaneously induce sprouting
from both sides. This would presumably reduce the vascularization time by half as the
opposing sprouts would meet and anastomose in the middle. After experimentation, however,
we found that sprouts from neither side reached the middle of the gel chamber. Initial sprouts
did form, but they quickly stalled and failed to progress. This was likely due to the fact that
angiogenic sprouts respond to gradients in growth factor concentrations. When seeding only
one channel with ECs, a higher concentration of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and
other growth factors can be maintained in the opposing channel, inducing sprouts to form
toward the empty channel. Even if no chemokine gradient is continuously maintained, it is
likely that a natural gradient arises in the system. This is due to the fact that ECs in one channel
16
consume the growth factors there, leaving a higher concentration in the other channel.
However, when both sides are seeded, the symmetry of the system does not allow for these
gradients to form, and no spatial guidance cues exist to direct the sprouts.
BA
Collagen Gel
Endothelial I Medium
ChannelChannel
lx
Figure 2. (A) Diagram of the angiogenesis gel-filling port device. Endothelial cells are seeded in one channel to form a
confluent monolayer and induced to sprout through the gel by means of chemokine gradients. (B) Representative results
using the device. Scale = 100 pm.
Results
Figure 3 demonstrates typical results using the angiogenesis method for vascularization.
Typical time for vascularization in this device is 3-5 d. As demonstrated using confocal imaging,
patent lumen structures extended throughout the entire 500 pm gel region. They were also
distributed throughout the vertical z dimension, showing preference, however, for the surface
closest to the glass coverslip. To further prove the perfusability of the networks, 10 pm
microspheres were perfused through the system and their flow path was contained within the
endothelialized lumen structures.
17
DAPI
Figure 3. Confocal images of perfusable microvascular network formed using angiogenic sprouting method. Devices are
fixed and stained for actin (green) and nuclei (blue).
Typical diameters of the vessels ranged from 10-30 im which is on the high end of the range for
capillaries but on the low end for other in-vitro engineered blood vessels.1
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Alginate Beads
Based on our finding that vessels preferentially formed in the gel region closer to the glass
coverslip, we attempted to further increase the uniformity of the z-distribution of vessels by
incorporating stiff particles into the gel to act as a scaffold for the invading vessels. We chose
to use alginate beads because they are bio-compatible and porous to chemokine diffusion, and
their stiffness can be easily controlled by the concentration of alginate used. See Chan et. al.,20
2011 for a detailed study of these mechanical properties. Additionally, alginate has been used
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to encapsulate cells for cell therapy applications, and the viability of the cells has been
verified.21 This enables us to incorporate a second cell type into the system in addition to ECs
while still maintaining a spatial segregation between the cell types.
Bead Forming Methods
We employed two different methods for producing alginate beads: (1) air-cutting and (2) two
phase microfluidic device. Air-cutting is simple and enables large quantities of beads to be
formed in a short amount of time. However, it is difficult to control the size distribution of
beads with precision. The two phase microfluidic device enables precise control of the bead
size based on the flow rates of the syringe pumps. However, three syringe pumps must be used
and the production rate is much slower.
Air-Cutting
The air-cutting technique utilizes a syringe pump to extrude the alginate solution while a
filtered air stream from above cuts the solution, sending alginate droplets into a calcium bath
positioned below the stream. The calcium instantaneously crosslinks the alginate producing
stiff, spherical, alginate beads. The beads are then rinsed of excess calcium and can be filtered
to collect only beads within a desired size range. For a detailed protocol, see Chan et. al.,
2012.22
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B B G
A. Syringe Pump
H B. Adjustable Stand
C. Syringe
D. Needle (30 G1/2)
E. Clip
F. 200 um pipette tip
G. Stand and Rod
H. 0.2 um Air Filter
1. Tube (attached to air source)
J. Deep Petri Dish (w/Ca crosslinking
solution)
Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the air-cutting method for producing alginate beads. A syringe pump extrudes alginate
solution while an overhead air stream cuts the alginate stream into spherical particles which drop into a calcium cross-linking
solution.
Microfluidic Two-Phase Device
Alternatively, we modified a previously published two-phase microfluidic device to produce a
highly uniform collection of mono-dispersed alginate beads by flowing a 1% alginate solution
down the central channel and cutting that flow into spheres using a solution of calcium and
oleic acid. See Kim et. al., 2009 for a detailed protocol. The size of the beads can be
controlled by adjusting the flow rate of these two streams and can be calibrated with high
precision. For experiments in which we encapsulated tumor or stromal cells within the alginate
beads, these cells were suspended in the alginate solution. Because the oleic acid is harmful to
cells, a third stream with mineral oil was introduced after the beads were formed and cross-
linked in order to rinse off the acid. This step avoids the possibility of immediately detrimental
effects to the encapsulated cells, but further rinsing is required after the cells are collected.
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CFigure 5. Setup of the two-phase microfluidic alginate bead making system. (A) three syringe pumps and a microscope are
required. (C) Diagram of the two phase microfluidic device: (1) alginate solution (2) Calcium/Oleic acid crosslinking solution
(3) mineral oil.
Comparison
As discussed above, the benefit of using the air-cutting method is speed and the need for only
one syringe pump. However, it is more difficult to achieve a uniform size distribution of beads.
The two-phase microfluidic device allows for precise control over the bead diameter, but it
requires three syringe pumps which increases the cost and the preparation time. Additional
drawbacks of the two-phase microfluidic system include the inability to increase the alginate
concentration above 1% without clogging the system. Also, when including cells in the alginate
solution for encapsulation, the cells tend to aggregate near the inlet after a short period of
time. If the cells are not broken up by manually agitating the device, this will lead to a non-
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uniform distribution of encapsulated cells and will ultimately clog the device. Based on the
above considerations, the appropriate method should be utilized depending on the specific
requirements of the application.
Results and Discussion
We found that the alginate beads did indeed act as a scaffold to induce a uniform distribution
of vascular sprouts throughout the height of the gel region as well as the width. There was no
noticeable difference in vascularization as we varied the alginate concentration of the beads
between 1-4%. We also encapsulated fibroblasts in the alginate beads to secrete angiogenic
factors rather than adding exogenous growth factors to the system manually. These results and
methods are further elaborated in Chan et. al., 2012.22
A B
Figure 6. (A) Alginate beads mixed with collagen gel in the gel chamber. ECs are seeded as a monolayer in the right channel.
Scale = 100 pm. (B) ECs invade the collagen gel following the path between alginate beads and forming perfusable networks.
Scale = 100 pm. Green: phalloid; Blue: DAPI.
The mechanism by which the alginate beads induced this uniform z-distribution of vessels is still
unclear. It is possible that the tip-cells were spatially confined to the collagen gel between the
beads which were too stiff to penetrate. This spatial seclusion may have acted to guide the tip
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cells through the collagen filled voids in a path that was randomly oriented in all three
dimensions. Alternatively, the mechanism of durotaxis may have dominated by inducing the
ECs to migrate preferentially towards and along the stiff surfaces of the alginate beads. These
EC coated surfaces may have then formed the endothelial monolayer enclosing the observed
patent and perfusable lumens. We again perfused the networks with <10 Pm microspheres to
demonstrate perfusability. To further demonstrate the functionality of these microvascular
networks, we perfused the system with 150 kDa Dextran and observed it to remain within the
endothelialized lumen structures. The semi-permeable barrier effect of the endothelial
monolayer was confirmed by tracking the Dextran diffusion into the interstitial area over a 30
min period.
A
time
Figure 7. (A) 100-200 pm diameter alginate beads in a collagen gel filled into the gel chamber of a micro-injection device.
Scale = 100 pm. (B) 150 kDa Dextran was flowed through the perfusable microvascular networks to test the barrier function
of the endothelial monolayer. The dextran was initially contained within the endotheliazid structures and slowly diffused
into the interstitial space.
Intermediate Post Device
In initial sprouting experiments using a device with a 1.3 mm wide gal chamber, we found that
sprouts would form robustly, containing hollow lumens, for distances up to 500 Iim. At that
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point, the tip cell would repeatedly break off from the stalk, and the stalk cells would
subsequently disassemble from their structure leaving nothing but individual, disconnected ECs.
Based on our findings from the alginate bead experiments, we hypothesized that intermediate
stiff structures throughout the gel region may help to guide the sprouts and provide anchor
points for the vessels to maintain their structure while traversing the entire width of the gel.
A B
1000 uM
Figure 8. (A) Experiments using a 1.3 mm wide gel region showed that tip cells would detach after 500 um of sprout
formation leading to disruption and regression of the sprout. (B) Intermediate rows of posts were introduced to provide
guidance and anchorage for invading sprouts to traverse the entire gel region.
To test this hypothesis, we used a device containing several rows of staggered posts within the
gel chamber. These PDMS posts provided guidance and direction to the invading sprouts. We
found that the posts did indeed facilitate full length sprouting across wide regions of collagen
gel. We used devices with 3 and 5 rows of posts and found that the morphology of the
networks was dependent on the layout of the posts.
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Figure 9. (A) Phase image of the 5-row intermediate post device. Scale = 1 mm. (B) Stained image of microvascular
networks traversing the entire width of the 3-row intermediate post device. Scale = 0.1 mm. Red: phalloidin Blue: DAPI (C)
20X image of a vessel using the posts as anchorage. Scale = 0.1 mm.
By designing the post layout, which indirectly determines the design of the inter-post gel
geometry, the diameter and morphology of the networks can be controlled. It is also possible
to effectively control the network morphology by varying the diameter of alginate beads in the
above method which, again, determines the inter-bead gel geometry. The intermediate post
method provides more accurate control. However, each design requires its own silicon mold;
making it costly and time consuming to implement this method robustly. A drawback of this
method is that the collagen gel often becomes separated from the posts as invading ECs probe
and contract the gel. This can lead to highly inconsistent gel properties throughout the device
and produce large gaps in the gel making it difficult to apply flow once the networks have
formed.
Vasculogenesis
Vascular networks can also form through the process of vasculogenesis. This is typical during
the initial development stages of an organism when individual ECs or Endothelial pre-cursor
cells extend protrusions to connect to neighboring cells. They form a highly interconnected
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network, eventually maturing into multicellular tubular structures with patent lumens. This
initial network is further pruned during maturation and the initiation of shear flow.
To mimic the process of vascularization in our microfluidic device, we mixed ECs as a single cell
suspension within a collagen or fibrin hydrogel during the gel filling process. We found that ECs
spontaneously formed interconnected networks within the first 24 h. Between 2-3 d, the EC
tubes progressed into hollow structures with patent lumens. By day 4, we were able to perfuse
the system. For a detailed protocol and reagents list, see Appendix 1.
BA
12 hr
90 hr
Control + VEGF + SlP
Figure 10. (A) vasculogenesis experiments: seeding HMvECs in a collagen gel. Additional growth factors were required to
produce and sustain interconnected networks. Scale = 100 pm. (B) Images of vascular networks formed using the
vasculogenesis technique. Green: phalloidin; Blue: DAPI.
Interestingly, we observed a difference in behavior between human umbilical vein endothelial
cells (HUVECs) and human microvascular endothelial cells (HMVECs) in their ability to form
vascular networks through the process of vasculogenesis. Whereas HUVECs robustly formed
26
vascular networks within the first 24 h and almost all the cells survived the gel polymerization
process, HMVECs often only formed networks after 24 h and many dead cells were observed in
the gel. By adding VEGF and sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P) to the medium we were able to
produce more robust network formation that lasted through day 4. With HUVECS, no
additional growth factors were required to maintain the networks through day 4. However,
using both cell types, we found that the networks regressed after 4 d even with the addition of
exogenous growth factors. This issue was addressed and successfully solved by the additional
co-culture of fibroblasts as described in Chapter 4.
Comparison
We successfully employed three different strategies for vascularization using our microfluidic
platform. Each system provides its own advantages and is best suited for specific applications.
Table 1. comparison of the three vascularization techniques demonstrated using our microfluidic platform.
Vasculogenic - Closed network * 2D networks * Extravisation
Network * Fast network formation * Tissue
Formation * Reproducibility engineering
- Biological
machines
* Emergent
behavior
modeling
* 3D Vessels
- Perfusable
a Flow not contained to
vessels
* High variation
27
Anglogenic
Sprouting
0
*
A major advantage of the vasculogenesis method is the speed at which vascular networks form.
Perfusable networks can be obtained after 3-4 d, but they are mostly contained to a single
plane. Also, the networks are highly interconnected, and do not contain many dead-end
channels as is typical of the networks formed by angiogenesis due to the detachment of tip
cells. The high degree of interconnectivity ensures that objects perfused through the networks
will remain contained within the networks. For this reason, the vasculogenesis method was
used to create networks for extravasation studies in which cancer cells were perfused through
the network and observed as they transmigrated through the endothelium into the interstitial
24tissue area. The alginate bead method is ideal for tissue engineering applications in which the
major cell type of a specific tissue can be encapsulated while the vascular network delivers
oxygen and other nutrients. In cases where accessibility to the region in need of vascularization
is limited, the angiogenesis method must be employed and the invading sprouts should be
directed toward the undernourished tissue.
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Chapter 4: Control of Microvascular Network Morphology
Engineered biological tissue for implantation and regenerative therapies requires a functional
microvasculature to ensure proper function and survival in its intended working environment.
It is likely that the desired microvascular network (MVN) morphology of an engineered tissue
will vary depending on its ultimate function in the body. This can be inferred from the
significant differences found in the microvasculature of various organs in-vivo and across
species.2 s With this in mind, Hoganson et al.2 applied a biomimetic design approach to the
tissue specific microvascular requirements of the liver. Additionally, many mathematical
models - originating with the theory set forth by Murray27, based on the principle of minimum
work - have been developed to determine the optimal design of a microvascular networks,28 30
However, these designs have generally been implemented in the form of preformed vascular
molds which are subsequently seeded with endothelial cells31 and thus do not mimic the
complex process of vascular network formation in-vivo. There has been remarkable progress
recently in forming perfusable microvascular networks in three-dimensional hydrogels without
19,32,33the need for artificial architecture to support the vascular structures, . Still lacking,
however, is a systematic study of the factors controlling network morphology and the effects of
signaling between different cell types.
Moreover, the dominating influence determining network morphology is generally assumed to
consist of fluid flow dynamics and related shear forces acting on the endothelium. However, it
has long been recognized that mechanical and biochemical properties of the microenvironment
can also play important roles in determining MVN morphology. The goal of our research was,
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therefore, to probe the biochemical and mechanical environment of endothelial cells
undergoing the processes of angiogenesis and vasculogenesis in a three-dimensional hydrogel
to determine the influence of these factors on the morphological characteristics of the resulting
engineered MVNs. By uncovering these design principles, we are able to take advantage of the
natural control mechanisms employed in-vivo to guide MVN formation towards a desired
morphology.
Angiogenesis
Effects of Extracellular Matrix
In addition to the importance of cell-cell interactions to the normal and pathological
functioning of tissues, it is also known that the cell-ECM interactions can heavily impact cellular
function. Our microfluidic device lends itself to studying these cell-ECM interactions in a
precisely controlled and quantitatively observable manner.
ECM Composition
We have successfully used fibrin, collagen, and PEG gels for cell encapsulation in our
microfluidic device. We found that sprouting angiogenesis is similarly robust in both fibrin and
collagen gels at equivalent protein concentrations (2.5 mg/mI). For vasculogenic network
formation, we found fibrin gels to be most suitable. When seeded in collagen gels, HUVECs
quickly contracted the gel, pulling it away from the retaining posts and causing the system to
collapse in on itself. The properties of fibrin gel are such that the fibers are highly extensible up
to considerable strains.34 This allows the network forming ECs to pull and contract the gel
without disrupting its overall structure.
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Figure 11. Vasculogenesis experiments with HUVECs seeded in either fibrin or collagen gel. ECs in collagen contracted the
gel and were unable to form organized networks. Scale = 100 pm.
PEG gels were used due to their high stiffness potential and the ability to functionalize the
fibers with highly specific peptides. Stiff PEG gels provide an alternative to the alginate bead
strategy discussed in Chapter 3 for encapsulating secondary cell types while restricting their
migration capabilities. We also accomplished this by designing PEG gels with variable degrees
of degradable cross-linkers. We used this strategy to control the rate at which encapsulated
fibroblast cells could migrate away from their cell-specific sequestered gel region and into the
EC inhabited gel region. This enabled us to include contact and non-contact co-culture
conditions within the same device, which is typical of vascular network formation in-vivo in
which stromal cells first communicate with ECs by secreting diffusible factors and are later
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recruited to form stabilizing cell-cell contact interactions. 35 For a detailed protocol for PEG gel
preparation, see Raeber et. al., 2005.36
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A - Non-degradable PEG Day 4 - 87% Viability
Figure 12. (A) Diagram of three gel-region device. Secondary cells are immobilized in stiff, non-degradable PEG gels from
which they secrete factors needed by ECs to form vascular networks. (B) Live (green) and dead (red) staining of fibroblasts
encapsulated in PEG gel confirms their viability. Scale = 100 pm.
Collagen Gel Stiffness
It is possible to control the stiffness of collagen gel by altering the concentration of collagen
present and the pH of the solution during polymerization (for a detailed protocol, see
Yamamura et. al., 2007)37 - among other methods38. We chose to increase the stiffness in our
system by increasing the pH as opposed to increasing the collagen concentration in order to
isolate the mechanical effects as much as possible. By adding more collagen, the amount of cell
adhesion ligands also increases and this could introduce compounding biochemical signaling
effects to the experiment.
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It should also be noted that increasing the pH of the solution during polymerization also
decreases the pore size of the fibrous network structure. Therefore, it could be a combination
of stiffness and pore size effects giving rise to altered vascularization dynamics in our system.
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* Control mechanical stiffness to promote/inhibit local network growth
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Figure 13. The speed of vessel growth as measured by the rate of advancement of the tip cell as well as the final number of
perf usable vessels was inversely related to increasing collagen gel stiffness.
We found that stiffer gels inhibited vascularization during angiogenic sprouting in our system.
The rate of sprout growth as well as total number of perfusable sprouts spanning the entire gel
region was inversely related to the increasing stiffness of the gel. This stiffness dependence
could be used as a control mechanism to induce or inhibit angiogenic sprouting, for instance, in
order to supply blood flow to ischemic regions of the heart or the limbs of diabetic patients, or
to prevent the vascularization of cancerous tumors.
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Growth factors
We also studied the effects of soluble biochemical factors on the process of angiogenic network
formation. To this end, we divided the process into two separate parts: 1) initial sprout
formation and 2) long-term maintenance. This was due to our observations that even full
length sprouts would regress after several days; eventually breaking apart into individual cells.
Much research has been done to decipher the molecular and signaling mechanisms which guide
the various stages of angiogenesis. 39 We chose the primary growth factors known to play a
critical role in these two separate stages of angiogenesis in an attempt to re-create the entire
process from initial sprouting to long term maintenance of quiescent vessels.
I Number of Full Length Structures
Figure 14. Supplementation of the growth medium with SiP was necessary to induce robust sprouting in our angiogenesis
model. ANG1 and HGF, known stabilizing factors, did not increase stability of the vessels in our system as measured by the
number of full length vessel structures to remain after 2 d of prolonged culture after vessel formation.
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VEGF is the most well-known and studied angiogenic growth factor. Interestingly, we found
that VEGF alone (50 ng/ml) was not sufficient to promote robust sprouting. In our system,
sprouting critically depended on the presence of Sphingosine-1-Phosphate (S1P). SiP is an
interesting angiogenic growth factor in that it acts as both a migratory cue to initiate sprouting
at early stages and as a stabilizing factor to induce quiescence at later stages.4 We found that
SiP (250 nM) induced robust sprouting in a dose dependent manner.
To solve the problem of vessel regression, we applied the growth factors hepatocyte growth
factor (HGF; 50 ng/ml) and angiopoietin-1 (ANG-1; 300 ng/ml) which are proven stabilizing
factors during angiogenesis. 39,41 Stabilizing factors work in one of two ways: 1) directly
promoting strong junctions between ECs or 2) recruiting stabilizing cells to cover the outer
surface of the vessels. The chosen stabilizing factors function by the first method and should
operate effectively in our system even though stabilizing cells are not present. We did not,
however, observe any noticeable stabilizing effects of these growth factors. There was no
increase in the number of full length structures as compared to the case where only angiogenic
sprouting factors were applied; the vessels regressed at the same rate. Most likely, this
persistent regression was due to the lack of secondary stabilizing cells in our system. It is also
possible that the vessels regressed because they did not sense the stabilizing effects of shear
flow which are present in physiological quiescent vessels.
Interstitial flow
A defining feature of our microfluidic platform, and one of its major advantages over standard
petri-dish and well-plate cell culture experiments, is the ability to apply prescribed flow
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conditions. We know that the forces experienced by cells due to interaction with flowing fluids
can affect their internal biological processes; this phenomenon is known as mechanobiology. 42
Shear forces on the endothelium due to flow through capillaries has a stabilizing effect on
them, and abnormal flow conditions can lead to pathological functioning as in the case of
atherosclerosis. 43  In our lab, interstitial tissue flow has been shown to affect tumor cell
migration and to act as an angiogenic switch during sprouting angiogenesis.11 44 The effects of
interstitial flow on vascular network formation have also been reported by Song and Munn,
20114s and by Moya et. al., 2013.33 We sought to take advantage of this migration inducing
effect in order to control the entire process of vessel formation in our device beyond the initial
sprouting step. To accomplish this, we inserted reservoirs into the medium ports on both sides
of the gel region and introduced a hydrostatic pressure drop across the gel by filling the ports to
different heights. For a detailed protocol, see Polacheck et. al., 2011.44
Static Flow
Figure 15. Reservoirs were inserted into the medium channel ports and filled to different heights to impose a hydrostatic
pressure induced flow across the gel. Under flow conditions, sprouts were more branched and tip cells contained more
filipodia.
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By applying flows at speeds up to 100 ptm per second, we were able to induce robust sprouting
which was sustained by the growing vessels as they extended fully across the gel. The networks
formed under interstitial flow conditions were more branched than the control case. They
contained more tip cells, and those tip cells expressed more filipodia per cell. Thus, interstitial
flow provides an additional mechanism that can be exploited to control the dynamics of
engineered microvascular network formation and the morphology of those networks. Future
studies should provide a detailed analysis of the mechanotransduction mechanisms at play and
determine whether the flow effect is velocity dependent.
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Vasculogenesis
To study the effects of the mechanical and biochemical microenvironment on the network
morphology of vascular networks formed through the process of vasculogenesis, we used a
multi-culture perfusable microfluidic platform enabling real-time observation and independent
control over paracrine signaling, cell-seeding densities, and hydrogel mechanical properties
(Figure 16 A-B). Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) were seeded in fibrin gels and
cultured alongside - but not in contact with - human lung fibroblasts (HLF). HUVECs
spontaneously formed networks within 24 hours and the engineered vessels contained patent,
perfusable lumens as demonstrated by the passage of fluorescent microspheres after 4 d.
Communication between the two cell types was necessary to avoid network regression and
maintain stable morphology beyond 4 d. Fluorescent imaging and subsequent analysis was
used to quantify the number of branches, average branch length, percent vascularized area,
and average vessel diameter of the MVNs generated under various conditions. Finally, results
were tabulated and the design parameter space was mapped out for the conditions studied.
This study provides quantitative results for direct use in the design of engineered microvascular
networks. It also demonstrates the powerful capabilities of miniaturized, perfusable, three-
dimensional engineered microvascular networks to study the influence of the multitude of
environmental cues affecting network morphology in a high-throughput and readily observable
manner. It more generally demonstrates the ability to approach microvascular tissue
engineering as a design problem using systematic, quantitative analysis.
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Figure 16. (A) Top view diagram of multi-culture microfluidic device containing three parallel gel regions for encapsulation of
endothelial and stromal cells. Gel regions (B & C) are separated by medium channels (A) for gas exchange and delivery of
nutrients. (B) Cross-sectional view diagram of multi-culture microfluidic device. Cell-culture region is surrounded by PDMS
above and glass coverslip below (not to scale). (C) Top view of perfusable vessels opening to medium channel on left.
Region shown is between two PDMS trapezoidal posts. 20 such regions exist in each microfluidic device. Staining: Green -
phalloidin; Blue - DAPI (same for 1D-G). Scale bar = 100 pm. (D) 1oX confocal image of perfusable microvascular network
grown in multi-culture microfluidic device. Scale bar = 100 pm. (E) Full image of vascularized gel region. White box
corresponds to enlarged image in 1F. Scale bar = 1 mm. (F) Sequence of four section views taken throughout 20X confocal
stack. Vertical cross sections on bottom and right correspond to the location of the white crosshairs. These demonstrate the
existence of patent lumens spanning the 100 micron height of the gel region. Scale bar = 100 pm. (G) 40X confocal image of
segment of perfusable microvessel showing multiple cells. Scale bar = 10 pm.
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Materials and Methods
Device Design
The design of this multi-culture vasculogenesis device was based on earlier designs from our
lab 46 with some important adjustments: (1) a third parallel gel region was included so that
stromal cells could be cultured on either side of the vascularized gel region (2) additional
medium channels were included so that each gel region is flanked by two medium channels -
one on each side - to provide adequate gas exchange and supply of nutrients and (3) the length
of the device was increased from 2 mm to 8 mm to provide a larger region for vascularization.
To achieve optimal imaging conditions, we chose a height of 100 pm for the device and sealed it
with a glass coverslip. This height enabled us to form generally planar perfusable networks,
allowing us to capture the MVN morphological patterns from a single focal plane using
epifluorescence. The height could be increased for clinical applications, in which it might be
desirable to form vascularized tissue constructs containing several planes of vessels.
Cell Culture
Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC; Lonza, NJ, USA) were cultured on collagen I
coated flasks (50 pg/ml collagen solution in ascetic acid for 30 min; BD Biosciences, MA, USA) in
EGM-2MV (Lonza, NJ, USA) growth medium and used in experiments between passages 6-8.
Normal human lung fibroblasts (NHLF; Lonza, NJ, USA) were cultured in FBM-2 (Lonza, NJ, USA)
growth medium and used in experiments between passages 6-10.
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For exogenous growth factor experiments, EGM-2MV growth medium was supplemented with
50 ng/ml VEGF (Peprotech, NJ, USA) and 250 nM SiP (Sigma, MO, USA). Medium was
replenished every two d.
Fibrin Gel Cell Encapsulation
Fibrinogen (Sigma, MO, USA) was dissolved in PBS (Lonza, NJ, USA) at twice the final
concentration (2.5 - 20 mg/ml for fibrin concentration experiments). Thrombin (Sigma, MO,
USA) was dissolved in PBS at 2 U/ml. These solutions were mixed, over ice, at a 1:1 ratio to
produce a final fibrinogen solution with the desired concentration (1.25 - 10 mg/ml). The
mixture was quickly pipetted into the device via the gel filling ports. The device was placed in a
humidified enclosure and allowed to polymerize at room temperature for 10 min before fresh
growth medium was introduced to the medium channels. Growth medium was replaced every
two d.
For gels with encapsulated cells, a similar procedure was followed. Cells were spun down at
1200 rpm for 5 min and the cell pellet was re-suspended in EGM-2MV growth medium
containing 2 U/ml thrombin and mixed with the fibrinogen solution at a 1:1 ratio. The device
was placed in a humidified enclosure and allowed to polymerize at room temperature for 10
min before fresh growth medium was introduced to the medium channels.
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Staining/Imaging
After 4 d, cells in devices were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences,
PA, USA) for 15 min and rinsed 3X with PBS. 0.1% triton X (Sigma, MO, USA) was then
introduced to permeabilize the cells and rinsed 3X with PBS after 15 min. The devices were
then treated with DAPI and phalloidin (Life Technologies, NY, USA) for 2 h to stain the nuclei
and actin respectively. Phalloidin staining was used to image vascular network morphology
with an epifluorescent microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti-S; Nikon Instruments Inc., NY, USA).
Confocal images were taken with an Olympus IX81 microscope (Olympus America Inc., PA,
USA).
Analysis/Quantification
The procedure used to process and analyze fluorescent images is described in detail
elsewhere.47 Briefly, raw images were prepared by enhancing contrast and removing noise.
Automatic thresholding was used to binarize the images. Unconnected segments, which were
not part of the perfusable networks, were automatically removed from the images. Finally,
networks were skeletonized and analyzed48 using image J software (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/).
Effective diameter calculations were performed by dividing the thresholded vascularized area
by the entire length of the skeletonized network.
For perfusability experiments with fibroblasts, the regions between PDMS posts containing
vessels opening to the adjacent medium channels were counted and expressed as a percentage
of the total number of regions.
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Bead Flow Experiments
For bead flow experiments, vascular networks were fixed and stained as described above. Ten
ptm fluorescent microspheres (Life Technologies, NY, USA) were perfused through the networks
by imposing a hydrostatic pressure drop across the endothelial cell gel region. Videos were
recorded using NIS-Elements software (Nikon Instruments Inc., NY, USA) on a Nikon Eclipse Ti-S
microscope (Nikon Instruments Inc., NY, USA) at a frame rate of 3.37 frames per second.
Statistical Analysis
All data shown represent experiments with at least n=3 individual microfluidic devices.
Reported values correspond to averages over these devices for any given condition. Error bars
were calculated using standard error. Significance was calculated using a two-tailed student-T
test and p-values are supplied in Appendix II.
Results
Fibroblast Stabilization
In initial experiments, we used a microfluidic device with a single gel region seeded with ECs
alone (see Chapter 3: Vasculogenesis). ECs alone did form vascular networks after two d of
culture. However, these networks subsequently regressed with time. It has been shown that
co-culture with fibroblasts enhances microvsascular network formation in sprouting
angiogenesis49'50, vasculogenesis3 and in mixed co-culture experiments . We suspected that
fibroblasts in non-contact co-culture might also be important in stabilizing the nascent vascular
networks before they regress. Using the revised multi-culture version of our microfluidic device
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to encapsulate fibroblasts in the adjacent gel regions, we indeed found that the presence of
fibroblasts effectively stabilized the microvascular networks as measured by total vascularized
area and network perfusability (Figure 17). In the case of mono-culture, these properties
gradually decreased after initial network formation, consistent with our preliminary
experiments. However, under co-culture conditions, they reached a stable plateau after 4 d.
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Figure 17. (A) 4X phase contrast images of microvascular networks formed by ECs in isolated mono-culture with complete
medium (control) or in fibroblast co-culture with complete medium. After day 4, control networks regress while co-culture
networks remain in-tact. Scale bar = 1 mm. (B) Area covered by microvascular networks under mono-culture and co-culture
conditions over six day period. values given are averages over at least 3 devices with error bars given as standard error
(same for 2C-D). (C) Percentage of perfusable segments as defined by vascularized gel regions opening to medium channel
containing at least one patent lumen. (D) Perfusable segments at day 6 as a function of fibroblast seeding density.
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Paracrine signaling
In an attempt to recapitulate the stabilizing effects of the fibroblasts, pro-angiogenic growth
factors - VEGF (50 ng/ml) and SiP (250 nM) - were added to the growth medium. We chose
these growth factors and specific concentrations based on previous work in our lab in which
they enhanced vessel sprouting and lumen formation in an angiogenesis model. These
growth factors did not significantly improve the long term stability of the networks. However,
they did give rise to vascular networks with significantly different morphological characteristics.
The resulting networks contained more branches with shorter average length and smaller
diameters than those cultured with fibroblasts or complete growth medium. The thinner
structures in these networks covered less of the total area. Interestingly, by combining
fibroblast co-culture with the supplemented growth factors, we were able to achieve the larger
coverage area and network stability provided by fibroblast co-culture while maintaining the
reduced diameters and average length induced by the angiogenic growth factors.
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Figure 18. (A) Representative binary images of microvascular networks formed under conditions of: EC monoculture with
complete medium; EC + Fibroblast non-contact co-culture with complete medium; EC monoculture with complete medium
supplemented with VEGF (50 ng/ml) and SiP (250 nM); EC + FB non-contact co-culture with complete medium
supplemented with VEGF and S1P. Fixed networks were stained with phalloidin and Imagej was used to process and binarize
fluorescent images. (B) Number of branches per mm 2 of vascularized region. Values given are averages over at least 3
devices with error bars given as standard error (same for 3C-E). (C) Average branch length of microvascular network. (D)
Percentage of area covered by perfusable microvascular network. (E) Effective diameter of vessels in engineered
microvascular network, calculated as the ratio of vascularized area to total length of engineered microvascular network. P-
values given in Appendix II.
Fibrin concentration
Fibrin gel was chosen for our experiments due to its biological relevance during tissue regrowth
at wound healing sites and its unique mechanical properties. Specifically, fibrin gel
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demonstrates strain-stiffening which allows it to be easily deformed by network forming ECs at
small strains while maintaining its overall structural stability at the network level.51 It is capable
of undergoing large, recoverable deformations and can withstand considerably large strains
before rupture.345 2 s3 We chose to alter the mechanical properties of our fibrin gel by varying
the fibrinogen concentration from 1.5 to 10 mg/ml. Fibrinogen concentration is a key
determining factor of the mechanical structure and strength of fibrin gels and has been shown
to influence MVN formation. 4 ss
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Figure 19. (A) Representative binary images of microvascular networks formed under conditions of increasing fibrinogen
concentration for fibrin gel cell encapsulation experiments. Fixed networks were stained with phalloidin; Imagej was used to
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process and binarize fluorescent images. (B) Number of branches per mm 2 of vascularized region. Values given are averages
over at least 3 devices with error bars given as standard error (same for 4C-E). (C) Average branch length of microvascular
network. (D) Percentage of area covered by perfusable microvascular network. (E) Effective diameter of vessels in
engineered microvascular network, calculated as the ratio of vascularized area to total length of engineered microvascular
network. P-Values given in Appendix II.
We found that the number of branches in a network was highly sensitive to fibrinogen
concentration, while the coverage area remained little changed over the entire range of
concentrations studied. Both the average branch length and effective diameter decreased
with increasing fibrinogen concentration. The change in effective diameter between the two
extreme conditions was 17.1 ± 4.6%.
HUVEC Seeding Density
We found that HUVEC seeding density plays an important role in MVN formation and the
resulting network morphology. At one million cells/ml HUVEC seeding density, we found that
sparse networks formed with comparatively short branches and small diameters. This
represents the lowest seeding density achievable, beyond which perfusable microvascular
networks will not form. With increasing seeding density, we found that the branch length,
diameter, and area fraction of the vascularized region all increased.
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Figure 20. (A) Representative binary images of microvascular networks formed under conditions of increasing HUVEC
seeding density. Fixed networks were stained with phalloidin and Imagej was used to process and binarize fluorescent
images. (B) Number of branches per mm 2 of vascularized region. Values given are averages over at least 3 devices with error
bars given as standard error (same for 4C-E). (C) Average branch length of microvascular network. (D) Percentage of area
covered by perfusable microvascular network. (E) Effective diameter of vessels in engineered microvascular network,
calculated as the ratio of vascularized area to total length of engineered microvascular network. P-Values given in Appendix
11.
Fibroblast Seeding Density
The fibroblasts in our system are physically separated from the HUVECs and their effect on
MVN formation is through paracrine signaling. We tested to see whether the amount of
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fibroblasts cultured in the stromal cell gel region had a significant impact on the engineered
microvascular network morphology. Holding the HUVEC seeding density constant at 4 million
cells/ml, we varied the amount of fibroblasts seeded from one half to twice the amount of
HUVECs seeded. We found no significant differences in any of the measured microvascular
network parameters. Interestingly, we found that the stabilizing effect - as measured by the
percentage of perfusable segments at day 6 - was dose dependent on the amount of fibroblasts
present and reached a steady maximum value at a HUVEC:HLF ratio of 1:1 (Figure 17C).
Discussion
The ultimate goal of tissue engineering is to replace ailing tissue and failing organs in-vivo. It
has been increasingly realized that forming pre-vascularized tissue in-vitro may be a necessary
first step.6'8' 56 Additionally, in-vitro platforms enabling the growth and maintenance of a
functional microvasculature provide significant benefits in their own right. Perfusable, in-vitro
models can be used as physiological drug-screening platforms for developing and identifying
metastasis preventing cancer drugs. 57 As demonstrated here, the system can be used to isolate
the environmental factors influencing MVN formation and to study their effects. This is an
important step in continuing to develop tissue engineering as a quantitative science and to
enhance control in the design of tissue engineered constructs.
We successfully formed MVNs using our system containing vessels with diameters ranging
between 1-100 ptm. These vessels form complex, interconnected networks and are perfusable.
It is known that the flow characteristics of blood perfusing through the vasculature is important
in determining and maintaining network morphology. In this study, we focused on pre-flow
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factors and showed that they direct the early stages of microvascular network formation in
vasculogenesis. In future studies, it will be interesting to study the relative importance of flow
through the networks after initial formation as it is also likely to play an important role. The
presence of chronic shear flow58 and the introduction of stabilizing pericytes59 60 would provide
a more authentically native microvascular environment and would likely lead to network
morphologies that more closely mimic those found in-vivo.
In designing vascularized tissue, it is necessary to consider that, in-vivo, endothelial cells do not
form vascular networks in isolation. In addition to mechanical and signaling cues provided by
the surrounding extracellular matrix, communication with supporting cell types is critical. Our
microfluidic system allows for spatial segregation of various cell types in a compact
environment enabling communication through the diffusion of soluble factors.
The stabilizing effect of fibroblasts in our non-contact co-culture system was striking. Without
HLFs, the nascent EC networks quickly regressed after initial formation. However, through
communication with HLFs, these nascent networks were able to maintain a stable morphology
and level of perfusability. It has been shown that fibroblasts enhance MVN formation through
direct paracrine signaling49 and also by adapting the ECM through secreted molecules50. It will
be interesting in future studies to observe the ECM in real time during MVN formation to
characterize this process. It will also be useful to test the effects of various other stromal cells
and determine their efficacy in MVN formation for use in regenerative cell therapies.
An important finding from our study is that factors secreted from fibroblasts affect the
processes of (a) network formation and (b) stabilization independently. When HUVECs were
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cultured with HLFs alone, the networks formed with larger diameter than the control condition
and maintained perfusability through day 6. HUVECs cultured with VEGF and SiP formed
networks with smaller diameter and regressed with time. Combining HLF co-culture with VEGF
and SiP produced networks with smaller diameters that remained stable beyond 1 wk. This
suggests that different growth factors might independently control the individual
characteristics of network morphology and that this process is also independent of network
stabilization. Future work will explore the individual effects of specific growth factors known to
be involved in vasculogenesis.
We produced a table of results (Figure 21) which captures our design approach to
microvascular engineering and summarizes our findings. In this study, we mapped out the
design space for the creation of MVNs with prescribed morphological properties. The
controllable inputs we studied were cell seeding densities, ECM composition, and paracrine
signaling factors. The output metrics we analyzed were number of branches, average branch
length, area fraction of vascularization, and effective diameter. These properties proved
sufficient to quantitatively describe the significant differences in network morphology observed
by varying environmental conditions.
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Figure 21. (A) Diagram of design approach to microvascular tissue engineering. Use of microfluidic platform to quantify
effects of mechanical and chemical stimuli on resulting network morphology. Novel, non-contact multi-culture system to
study cell-cell communication and network stabilization. (B) Range of network parameters achievable through control of
inputs studied. (C) Table of the effects of tunable inputs on distinct network morphological parameters.
The list of environmental factors studied here is not exhaustive, and future work will utilize this
system and approach to expand in both breadth and depth. Additionally, to further probe the
mechanisms underlying the observations found in this study, it would be useful to pair these
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experiments with a computational modeling approach. 1 63 In closing, this study provides a
significant contribution to the effort of quantifying the science of microvascular tissue
engineering and creating microvascular networks with prescribed morphological properties for
tissue specific applications.
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Chapter 5: Stem Cells for Microvascular Engineering
Stem cells provide a promising approach to successful tissue engineering and regenerative
medicine therapies. The ultimate goal of this strategy is to take a patient's stem cells and
differentiate them into the various cell types required to re-grow or repair tissue. This tissue
could then be re-introduced into the patient with minimized risk of rejection because the cells
are recognized by the host immune system. To this end, we experimented with: 1) human
embryonic stem cells (hESC) and 2) mouse embryonic stem cells (mESC).
Human Mesenchymal Stem Cells (hMSCs)
hMSCs can behave as sources for angiogenic paracrine signaling and can also aid in network
stabilization by taking on a pericyte phenotype and co-localizing with ECs.64,6s We studied the
potential of hMSCs from human bone marrow to function as such. hMSCs were acquired from
the Tulane Center for Gene Therapy and cultured according to the manufacturer's protocol. By
seeding ECs and MSCs in opposing medium channels on either side of the gel region, we
assessed the angiogenic paracrine signaling potential in non-contact co-culture. To assess the
effects of contact co-culture, we seeded ECs and MSCs together; either in the medium channel
to replicate sprouting angiogenesis, or together in the gel as in our vasculogenesis model.
We found that non-contact co-culture with MSCs did not induce angiogenic sprouting. Instead,
MSCs invaded and populated the gel and sprouting was inhibited. It would be useful to employ
one of the methods discussed Chapters 3 and 4 for cell encapsulation in order to inhibit
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migration and keep the MSCs isolated from the vascularized region but still able to
communicate with the ECs through secretion of soluble factors.
MSC
EC w W
EC
B C
qwwqww Cw w
EC+ MSC
EC + MSC
Figure 22. Human bone marrow derived MSCs cultured with ECs in our microfluidic device. Thin, spindle-like cells are MSCs.
(A) Non-contact co-culture. MSCs migrate into gel, but EC migration is inhibited. Scale = 100 pm. (B) Contact co-culture in
an angiogenesis model. Highly stained regions correspond to endothelial sprouts lined with MSCs. Scale = 100 pm. (C)
Contact co-culture in a vasculogenesis model. Scale = 100 pm. Green: phalloidin; Blue: DAPI.
Contact co-culture between ECs and MSCs produced microvascular networks in both angiogenic
sprouting and vasculogenesis experiments. Although the MSCs in these experiments also
invaded and populated the gel, we did observe dense regions of contact between the two cell
types. ECs formed their typical tubular structures and were covered by MSCs. These
observations support earlier findings showing the importance of the stage in the process of
network formation at which MSCs are introduced. 4
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Mouse Embryonic Stem Cells (mESCs)
In addition to using stem cells as a secondary, supportive cell type, we also explored the
potential of using stem cells that have been differentiated towards an EC phenotype in-place of
primary ECs. It remains unknown how far along the EC differentiation process stem cells must
be brought until they gain vascular network forming functionality. For our experiments, we
used FIk1 positive cells derived from embryonic stem cells and further differentiated with VEGF
culture. For a detailed protocol, see Glaser et. al., 2011.66
We did not observe primary type EC network forming behavior in either of our microfluidic
vascularization models. In both angiogenesis and vasculogenesis, mESCs migrated as single
cells and failed to form tubular structures or interconnected networks.
MESC
HUVEC
Figure 23. The use of mESCs was explored as a replacement for HUvECs in our sprouting angiogenesis model. Cells migrated
as single cells and failed to form multicellular tubular structures. Scale = 100 gm.
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It is unclear why the mESCs failed to form vascular networks in our system. It is possible that
the cells were never differentiated enough to begin with, or that the population was not
sufficiently purified. This would explain why the cells took on a more fibroblast-like and
invasive phenotype in our angiogenesis experiments. Since these cells were frozen and thawed,
it is possible that the cells de-differentiated and lost their EC specific functionality.
In the vasculogenesis experiments, the mESCs similarly failed to form the vascular networks
typical of primary ECs. It would be useful to attempt vascular network formation in our system
with human ESCs since they can be stably cultured and might function similarly to HUVECs. 67'68
Day 2 Day 4
MESC
HUVEC
Figure 24. The use of mESCs was explored as a replacement for HUvECs in our sprouting angiogenesis model. mESCs
displayed cobblestone morphology when cultured on a 2D surface, as expected of ECs, but failed to form tubular
multicellular structures in a 3D hydrogel culture. Scale = 100 pm.
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These findings are important in that they suggest that traditional markers used to identify stem
cell differentiation into a specific cell type do not necessarily imply that they possess the full
functionality of that cell type. Our microfluidic, 3D environment which simulates physiological
conditions provides a useful tool in assessing this functionality and the ultimate efficacy of
these potentially therapeutic cells.
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Conclusion and Future Directions
In this thesis, we developed a reliable platform for engineering perfusable microvascular
networks on-demand using state of the art microfluidics technology. We have demonstrated
the utility of this platform for studying cancer metastasis and as a test bed for drug discovery
and analysis. In parallel, this platform enabled us to study, in a highly controlled environment,
the physiologic processes of angiogenesis and vasculogenesis to further elucidate their
underlying mechanisms. Coupling these experiments with a multi-scale modeling approach will
enable us to further probe the processes of angiogenesis and early stage development from the
molecular signaling level up to the level of tissue morphogenesis.
On the level of basic science, we plan to delve further into the effects of both interstitial and
shear flow through our engineered microvascular networks; as we well know that these fluid
mechanical forces play an important role in vessel stabilization in-vivo.
In terms of practical applications, we plan to incorporate tissue specific cell types to form
artificial tissue constructs for implantation. In this regard, our positive results using human
stem cells are highly encouraging.
This platform, and the fundamental characteristics of vascularization that we have used it to
uncover, represents a valuable contribution to the fields of tissue engineering and regenerative
medicine. We are confident that it will be adapted by the scientific community to aid in solving
a wide range of health related problems.
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Appendix I: Seeding ECs in Fibrin Gel
Reagents from Sigma:
Fibrinogen
F8630-1G
Thrombin
T4648-IKU
Preparation:
Dissolve thrombin and freeze in 50-100 ul aliquots at 100 U/ml
Dissolve fibrinogen in PBS to 5 mg/ml
* Allow to dissolve for several hours in the water bath, mixing occasionally by hand
* This solution can be kept at 4 degrees, but should be used within 2 weeks
Procedure:
1. Prepare 20 il aliquots (1 per device to be filled) from 5 mg/ml fibrinogen stock solution in 500 l
Eppindorf tubes and keep over ice.
2. Dilute thrombin stock solution in cell medium: 40 ptl thrombin solution in 1 ml medium
3. Prepare ECs and re-suspend in the thrombin solution above at 6 million cells per ml: keep over
ice.
4. Add 20 l from thrombin/cell suspension into one 500 [il Eppindorf tube containing fibrinogen
solution prepared above. Mix gently by pipette aspiration 3-4 times over ice.
5. Use P20 pipette to extract 10 pl and fill device
6. Place in humidity box for 5-10 minutes and leave at room temperature
7. Remove from humidity box and fill device with fresh warm medium
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Appendix II: P-Values for Figures 17-20
P-values for two-tailed Student's t-distribution. Values correspond to p-values calculated for all
combinations of two data points on a given plot. For example, T12 corresponds to the p-value
comparing conditions 1 and 2. Values less than 0.05 are in bold.
Figure 17B
Control FB
T12 0.4190 0.0287
T13 0.0354 0.0118
T23 0.0063 0.7109
Figure 17C
Control FB
T12 0.2331 0.0062
T13 0.0291 0.0003
T23 0.1263 0.8194
Figure 17D
T12 0.0015
T13 0.0011
T14 0.0000
T23 0.1416
T24 0.0289
T34 0.8157
Figure 18
Branches Length % Area Diameter
T12 0.1408 0.8727 0.0021 0.0162
T13 0.0409 0.0091 0.0252 0.0012
T14 0.0000 0.0018 0.0000 0.0030
T23 0.0832 0.0016 0.0021 0.0001
T24 0.0000 0.0000 0.0253 0.0001
T34 0.0003 0.1025 0.0004 0.0075
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Figure 19
Branches Length % Area Diameter
T12 0.3229 0.0361 0.9290 0.8614
T13 0.0416 0.0573 0.6942 0.3623
T14 0.0002 0.0018 0.6949 0.0064
T23 0.1433 0.8692 0.6779 0.2384
T24 0.0012 0.0323 0.6359 0.0023
T34 0.0132 0.0630 0.8990 0.0222
Figure 20
Branches Length % Area Diameter
T12 0.9269 0.1447 0.0819 0.0508
T13 0.2423 0.0005 0.0019 0.0001
T23 0.2918 0.1222 0.0031 0.0010
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